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Abstract: In simpler term we can define child labour as the engagement of children in any sort of work 
by taking the benefits of their innocence and poverty. Different countries have different laws regarding 
the age of children i.e. to whom we can consider a child. In our country the person below the age of                  
14 years is consider as a child. Now-a–day it is a familiar term for everybody as in our country child 
labour is the main obstacle in way of development. Instead of having millions of child labourers in our 
economy where always expecting about a developed or bright future ahead which is just like day 

dreaming nothing else. Just to celebrate and make laws and acts are not ample we must do something 
for these under privileged children on war footing. The main reason of child labour is population 

explosion which leads to poverty, literacy, lack of knowledge about the benefits of family planning etc. 
every child in our country has the right to get free and compulsory education but they can’t. The 
population should be under control if we are able to educate, help,and aware these poor children and 
their parents about their just rights only then we will be able to make our country a developed one in 
future.   
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Introduction: In 21

st
 century due to development in science and technology majority of people leave a 

good life because technology makes our life more easy and comfortable. We can avail these technologies 
by getting and knowing everything what we want within in minutes, like children can clear their doubts 
just by clicking the button, they can avail online classes etc. There is no need to go far away for learning 
something now a days  but alas! There are thousands of children who do not get these opportunities due 
to poverty. At the very small age they start to work in order to earn their livelihood. 
 
In other words, we can define children as an inexperienced person between youth and infancy.  
 
The word Inexperienced here shows that due to their lack of awareness and experience about the worldly 
things they are easily motivated either by their parents or by those who needs their works to be done at 
a very low wages as compared to the fully grown youth.  
 
From where their journey starts, now the little hands starts to carry heavy tools and equipments instead 
of having books and colours what these unfortunate children have ? 
 
More and more people prefer to keep children at their services because; these innocence souls are 
always ready to provide their services Unconditionally. Keeping other countries aside lets talk about our 
own country here the child labour rate is increasing at an alarming ratio instead implementation of so 
many laws and Acts. Otherwise for many people their  childhood period is considered as one of the 
fanciful and prosperous period where they could learn  from their own mistakes and experience without 
thinking about others. But alas! These unfortunate children have neither that opportunity to make 
mistakes from where they could learn nor they have any one who would encourage them to do what 
other children did in their childhood. 
 
11% of the workforce of India is child labour. One in every 10 workers in India is a child. Majority of 
children are engaged in the agriculture sector “unorganized sector”. Agriculture contributes 17% of GDP 
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of India, 80% of working children live in Indian villages obviously their main occupation is agriculture. 
As per the census of 2011 there are 10.13 million child labourers between 5-14 years in India. 33 million 
working children between the age 5-18 years.  Every day around 150 children go missing in India, (NCRB 
2016). 
 
Every body is well aware that by keeping half of the children population in darkness it is just like deceive 
ourselves my thinking a bright and prosperous future ahead. Now time comes where besides our own 
children we must think about those needy child because together they will make our future developed 
as “A rotten apple can destroy the whole tray.” 
 
Although the government has passed so many laws and acts for prevention of this heinous crime e.g. 
child labour prohibition and regulation act 1986 according to which employment of children below 14 
years in any hazardous occupation is prohibited. 
 
1986 Act was amended in 2016 which prohibits employment of children in any sort of work including 
domestic help. 
 
Right to Education Act 2009 according to which education of children between age group of 6-14 years is 
not comprised. It means that Right to Education is one of the fundamental right in our country. When a 
fundamental right gets violated we can knock the door of supreme court. 
 
Act 1986 is retitled as child and adolescent  labour act according to which the employment of children is 
prohibited everywhere except :- 
1. They allowed to help their family but that must be safe for children and their education. 
2. In audio visual entertainments, industry, films etc. except circus. 
Child labour is a cognizable offence but still it is increasing why? 
 
Causes: There are so many causes but population explosion is the main cause which leads to poverty. 
India is the world’s second largest populated country that’s why it is considered as one of the most 
developing country but within the ocean of poverty. 

· Lack of Education and Awareness:- Majority of poor people are illiterate they don’t know the value 
of education due to which they start to send their children to work places at a very small age where 
these children could hardly differentiate between right and wrong. 

· Lack of Awareness about The Benefits of Family Planning:  In this era due to growing 
population inflation is a common thing. The people with huge family members hardly able to get 
their basic necessities fulfilled that’s why instead of sending their children to school they prefer to 
send them to work where they could earn their livelihood. 

· Lack of Proper Encouragement: We are enable to encourage those few people who take their 
responsibility to uplift the whole society by clearing obstacles in its way e.g. child labour is one of the 
major hindrance in way of development. 

· Lack Proper Coordination between Government and People: In our day to day life we can see 
hundreds of child labourers around but no body is ready to do something or atleast think about them 
that why they are here instead of school. 

 
How to Prevent: 

· Just by celebrating children day 12
th

 June every year is not enough we must do something practically 
to clear this heinous crime from the roots of our society. 

· In developing and under developed countries people always waits for someone to come and do 
something good for their society but nobody is ready initiate first. 

· Lack community feeling of:- we only thinks about our own children, our comforts etc. rarely few 
people are ready to come out of their comforts zones to help these needy and unfortunate children. 
As today child labour is such a grave problem that with the help of few helping hands we can’t 
eradicate this heinous crime from the roots of our society. Every body should take their responsibility 
if that is possible then only we can expect a prosperous future of our country. 
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· Awareness among the mass:- talk to the parents of children council and persuade them that child 
labour again lets to poverty. 

· Independent people with fency packages i.e salary can take the responsibility of one child if not that 
at least we could help these children to enroll in any government school where they can get free 
education and mid-day-meal. 

· We must cooperate the government as well as the NGOs to remove this stigma from our society by 
providing the just rights to children. 

Last but not the least I would like to say that in today’s world instead of spending a luxurious life i.e. life 
full of comforts we are not at all satisfied, we need something more i.e. inner satisfaction that’s why 
more and more people turns their way towards hazardous things like drugs addiction, drinking etc. in 
search of inner peace an satisfaction but alas ! these things lets them towards darkness and darkness 

only. So it is a golden opportunity that by helping these poor children to get their basic rights we can get 
inner peace as well as a developed nation ahead. 
So, “Let all join hands to do something for our nation together” 
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